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iPod Classic Now an eReader with New Sherlock Holmes Notescast
Published on 01/05/10
Portland based TimeStream Software today releases the new Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Notescast, turning iPod Classics and nanos into eReaders. Now, for the first time ever,
iPod users can read 12 classic tales of mystery on their iPod legacy device wherever they
go and whenever they want. This new Notescast is the perfect story for introducing people
to the idea that their iPod is a powerful new eReader.
Portland, Oregon - TimeStream Software today announces the release of the new "Adventures
of Sherlock Holmes" Notescast for the iPod Classic, iPod nano and iPod Video. Now, using
their iPod as an eReader, iPod owners can immerse themselves in classic tales of mystery
which take readers on adventurous journeys through old London as Sherlock Holmes searches
for the clues to solve 12 engaging crimes:
* A Scandal in Bohemia
* The Red-Headed League
* A Case of Identity
* The Boscombe Valley Mystery
* The 5 Orange Pips
* The Man with the Twisted Lip
* The Adventure of the Blue Carbuncle
* The Adventure of the Speckled Band
* The Adventure of the Engineer's Thumb
* The Adventure of the Noble Bachelor
* The Adventure of the Beryl Coronet
* The Adventure of the Copper Beeches
"We're very pleased to add the Adventures of Sherlock Holmes to our growing collection of
digital books available for the iPod legacy devices on our Notescasts web site." said Mike
Westby of TimeStream Software. "With the iPod's screen being even wider than the iPhone's,
this new Notescast is the perfect story for introducing people to the idea that their iPod
is a powerful new eReader."
Installing to the "Notes" feature found on nearly every iPod in use worldwide today, the
new "Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Notescast contains 12 stories and over 140 pages. It
may be downloaded to users' iPods for only $0.99 cents from the Notescasts web site.
Device Requirements:
Compatible with every iPod Classic, iPod Video / 5th Generation and iPod nano. Notescasts
release the eReader capability of iPod Legacy devices, providing features not found on the
Kindle, nook or Sony eReader, including a color screen and interactive text embedded with
links to related color photos, video and audio. In addition, the iPod Legacy devices offer
a screen wider than that found on the iPhone.
Pricing And Availability:
Download the new "Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Notescast for only $0.99 cents. The
"Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" Notescast is available for the iPod Classic, iPod Video
and iPod nano at the Notescasts web site. Additional Notescast titles for the iPod and
iPhone include "The Walt Disney World Guide", "Walt Disney World Secrets", "Walt Disney
World Secrets Gold!", "Disneyland", "Walt Disney World Hidden Mickeys", "Main Street,
U.S.A. Windows", "Price and Prejudice", "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes", "Alice in
Wonderland", "Glacier National Park Notecast", "Yosemite Hikes", "Grimms' Fairy Tales",
"Sheraton Maui", "Hilton, located in Walt Disney World" and more.
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Notescasts:
http://www.notescasts.com/
New Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Notescast:
http://www.notescasts.com/booksnew/sherlockholmesnotescast.html
TimeStream Software:
http://www.TimeStream-Software.com

TimeStream Software, an iPhone and iPod developer in Portland, OR, is an industry leader
in the development of custom mobile marketing Notescasts for the iPhone and iPod touch, as
well as the iPod Classic and iPod nano. Working with major global brands, such as Hilton
Hotels, DoubleTree, Westin, Sheraton Hotels & Resorts and others, its innovative custom
Notescast titles allow accounts to drive revenue from an all new customer base of over 50
million iPhone and iPod touch users, as well as over 100 million iPod Classic and iPod
nano users. The foremost developer of Notescasts, TimeStream Software is the first company
to develop a mobile marketing solution for the globally distributed iPod Classic and iPod
nano, thus opening an entirely new marketing distribution vehicle which the Mobile
Marketing Association calls "A groundbreaking concept." And to complement the iPod Classic
and iPod nano, we bring our development expertise and marketing prowess to the iPhone and
iPod touch. Learn more at TimeStream Software's web site online.
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